
Brand Identity Guidelines



The Novurania Difference
Novurania has been bringing pioneering ideas to the water for over sixty years through innovative concepts, 
sophisticated styling, unsurpassed quality and proven engineering designs. With beginnings in the mid-1950’s, 
Novurania began as a rubber-coated fabric company, manufacturing inflatable bridges for Italian armed forces. 
This innovation quickly became valuable in the inflatable boat market as a high-quality alternative to traditional 
PVC-tubed inflatable boats. In 1989, as Novurania of America, Inc., the company built its first fiberglass hull 
in the USA and rapidly gained attention as a first-class producer of reliable tenders in the yachting industry. 
Novurania has since built its impeccable reputation by hand-building one vessel at a time to the precise 
specifications of highly discerning clientele.

As the leading manufacturer of luxury yacht tenders, innovation is apparent in every model of our 
comprehensive line of boats. Our in-house engineers, equipped with the most advanced hardware and software 
applications, continue to introduce new models based on the needs of our direct clientele. Leading the industry 
through innovation has always been paramount at Novurania.

We have a passion for detail in the boats we produce and know that this is a passion appreciated by our 
knowledgeable and sophisticated owners. All Novurania yacht tenders will continue to be hand-built and 
bespoke by using high-technology processes in an exceedingly modern environment, designed to accommodate 
the production of multiple luxury and commercial line tenders. As a vertically integrated company, we design, 
manufacture, and assemble each boat individually while ensuring integration of only the highest quality 
materials and building processes. We continue to innovate, traveling worldwide for smart design ideas and 
progressive state-of-the-art equipment to keep Novurania at the leading edge of engineering and design.

It is this spirit that makes Novurania the most sought-after luxury tender manufacturing company in the 
industry today. We do not just build a boat. We live them, build them, test them, improve them, and we do this 
continuously – day after day. It is not just about building boats – it is what we love to do – and because of this, 
Novurania will always be the Superior Choice.

Look carefully and choose wisely,

Robert Collada, President
Novurania of America, Inc.



“Novurania has a passion for detail in the boats we produce and know that this is 

a passion appreciated by our knowledgeable and sophisticated owners.”

Novurania Signature symbol

WORDMARK

TAG LINE

Together, the symbol, wordmark, 
and tag line create the Novurania 
Signature. This signature forms the 
corporate identity of Novurania 
and should be used on all branded 
communication. The Novurania 
signature should never be altered, 
manipulated, tilted, skewed, or 
distorted in any way.

The Novurania Signature shall not 
be combined with any other logo or 
design. Branding standards require a 
minimum height of 1.5 inches.
 

There must be 1/4 inch margin around 
the signature where no other design 

element may come in contact with the 
Novurania Signature.

1.5’’

Novurania Red Wine
Hex # 5b090c            CMYK 0, 90, 87, 64
RGB (91,9,12)                  RGB (35.7%,3.5%,4.7%)

Novurania Signature Grey
Hex # 67686a           CMYK 3, 2, 0, 58
RGB (103, 104, 106)       RGB (40.4%,40.8%,41.6%)

Novurania Midnight Grey
Hex # 1a1a1a            CMYK 0, 0, 0, 90
RGB (26,26,26)                RGB (10.2%,10.2%,10.2%)



Use of Black and White Logos

Color is a powerful means of brand 
identification. Consistent use of the 
Novurania Signature helps build
visibility and recognition for Novurania 
luxury yacht tenders and continue to set us 
apart in the luxury market.

Every effort should be made to use
the full-color Novurania Signature on a white 
background.

Logotype

In cases where it is impractical or not possible 
to use a full color Novurania Signature, it is 
permissible to use a solid white logo on dark 

backgrounds and a solid black logo on light 
backgrounds.

The Novurania Logotype shall not be combined with any other logo or 
design. Branding standards require a minimum height of 1/2 inch.

There must be 1/4 inch margin around the signature where no other 
design element may come in contact with the Novurania Logotype.



Because the Novurania Signature is the brand’s primary visual 
representation, its integrity should be respected at all times and in all 
places. Please do not stretch, condense, skew, change its color (other 
than what is allowed in these guidelines) or distort its form in any way.

Changing any graphic element of the Signature will weaken its impact and 
detract from the consistent image we seek to project. Only use approved 
electronic art for the Novurania Signature.

Inappropriate Signature Uses

Because our dealers must also 
differentiate themselves in 
the luxury market, we provide 
two additional Novurania 
Signature types for dealer 
marketing material.

Approved dealers and 
service partners may use 
the appropriate Novurania 
Signature for marketing 
purposes with a white 
alternative for dark 
backgrounds.

Authorized Partner Signatures

The Novurania Signature for dealers and service partners shall not be 
combined with any other logo or design. Branding standards require a 
minimum height of 1.5 inches. There must be 1/4 inch margin around the 
signature where no other design element may come in contact with the 
Novurania Signature.



Novurania of America, Inc., 2105 South US 1, Vero Beach, FL 32962   
P: +1 772 567 9200   F: (888) 749-1088   email: info@novurania.com

For additional information regarding marketing the Novurania Brand, contact the corporate marketing office 
marketing@novurania.com

©2016 Novurania of America, Inc. All rights reserved. NOVURANIA is a registered trademark registered with the EU and the USA.


